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We’ve been saying it for years, and now, at

last, the message seems to be getting out that

the Basingstoke is not only a very beautiful

canal but a usable one too.

In contrast to the misleading and, sometimes,

almost malicious tweets and other Internet

postings in the last few years, some very

positive articles have appeared recently in the

waterways press. Waterways

World, Canal Boat and

Narrowboatworld.com have all

carried enthusiastic reports on the

canal.

Even better in a way has been the

reaction of some of the boaters I

have spoken to, who have come up

the canal this year. They all said

much the same thing. The canal is

far from perfect, but it is not any

worse than the majority of canals

on the main network.

I helped John Dodwell work his tug

Helen up and down between

Woodham and Brookwood. Yes, we did get

things round the propeller, but I’ve never gone

through an urban canal where this didn’t

happen. One or two paddles had problems

and a couple of gates could do with a saw

down them to improve the fit, but on the

whole, we had no significant difficulties.

John did have a bit of a struggle going up the

Deepcut flight, having to take several goes to

get into some of the locks due to scours and

other debris between the lower wing walls.

Going down again was no problem however

so ploughing Helen’s 3ft draught up the flight

has probably done it a power of good..

I would also like to say that young Mark Foster,

who is employed as a temporary lock keeper,

was a credit to the BCA. He was on time, very

pleasant and welcoming, did what he had to

do and left us to get on with it and enjoy the

canal. What more could you ask?

I understand that some 76 boats have visited

the canal this year so far, with more booked to

come if the water holds up. A great reward for

all the effort that went into getting the canal

open again at Easter.

Even the water supply seems to have played

its part this year, with a distinct possibility that

the canal may remain open for use throughout

the summer for only the second or third time

since it reopened in 1991. A navigation update

in mid-July warned that the locks might have

to close within two weeks, but a couple of

rainy days soon extended the date to the end

of August and more rain has fallen since.

At last it all seems to be pulling together to try

to get the Canal working properly.

*  *  *  *  *

The rogues gallery on pages 16 and 17 is the

result of a suggestion by Kathryn Dodington

that we should try to make the Committee a bit

less impersonal.

As is obvious from the text, some of us have

been on it for a very long time and will need to

be replaced probably sooner  rather than later.

If you are interested in helping to run the

Society, please don’t be shy about coming

forward.
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Chairman’s report

As a frequent visitor to Colt Hill, it is very

gratifying to see boats from other parts of the

connected system using our canal. We have

often argued that the public want to see boats

moving up and down the Basingstoke as this

brings the canal alive and attracts further support

for the Canal Partnership’s efforts to promote

its wider use. The wet winter has proved very

beneficial to us as it has enabled the BCA to

sustain through navigation during a period when,

in recent years, closure was often necessary.

One of our visitors last month was John Dodwell,

a Canal & River Trust trustee, who brought his

beautiful tug, Helen, up to Odiham. I spent a

very enjoyable day with Jeff Hill, David

Tonkinson and Robin Higgs helping John

through the Deepcut and Brookwood Flights.

This re-enforced my view that we are very

privileged to have such a beautiful canal right on

our doorstep.

Turning to more difficult issues, I was invited by

the Waterways Recovery Group to join them on

an evening trip on John Pinkerton II from Colt

Hill. WRG are holding another work camp on

the canal this summer and we are very pleased

to welcome them for another year of hard work

and (possibly) hard drinking. The trip from Colt

Hill was not without incident. Just beyond Swan

Bridge we ran aground and the crew had

considerable difficulty in freeing the boat and

continuing towards the castle. This emphasizes

an important issue which does need to be

addressed.

When the canal was re-opened in 1991 the then

Canal Director, Paddy Field, recommended

that the canal should be dredged at least every

10 years and that suitable tip sites for the silt

needed to be identified. Since then I recall that

some dredging has been done between Broad

Oak and the Odiham By-pass bridge, near

Barley Mow and in Brookwood, but other

sections have not been touched. It is essential,

in our view, that if navigation is to be maintained,

the owners of the canal need to include a

dredging programme in their forward plans.

Linked to the dredging is the problem of tip sites.

When the canal was being restored, silt was

either spread across friendly farmers’ fields or

moved to sites adjacent to the canal where it

could be off loaded from barges by drag-line.

As far as I recall, all this work was done without

the need to comply with a host of regulations

which almost certainly apply today. In view of

the problem at Swan Cutting (which we readily

acknowledge is probably linked to a movement

in the towpath) and the shallow depths

encountered elsewhere on the canal, we are

urging the BCA and the Counties to work on a

proper dredging programme. In this regard the

Canal Society is providing support, for example

by carrying out depth surveys.

In my view this has been a good summer for the

canal and, despite setbacks (including, not least,

the bank slip at Dogmersfield), and there is a

genuine feeling of optimism that the canal is

looking forward to a sustained period of

development.

As always, the Canal Society is doing all it can

to support the Canal Partnership, both in terms

of practical effort and in putting forward

proposals to enhance and improve the public’s

enjoyment of the waterway. Please continue to

help us in any way that you can.

Philip Riley
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John Pinkerton II naming,

Sunday 2nd June saw a large crowd gathered

at Colt Hill, Odiham for the official naming

ceremony of our new triip boat.

Our Chairman, Philip Riley welcomed Sally

Taylor of BBC South Today to do the

honours. Sally soon made it clear that she was

no stranger to the Basingstoke Canal, having

holidayed on it with Galleon Marine. She

praised the volunteers who had made the

retsoration of the canal possible.

Naming the new boat John Pinkerton the

Second, Sally poured a bottle of champagne

over the bows - not perhaps the traditional way,

but less dangerous and wasteful of champagne!

Above. Toasting the JP II.  On board, Pete Phillips, John Abbot, Nigel Bird and Marion

Gough. On shore, Dick King, Martin Leech, Philip Riley and Sally Taylor.

Above. Jim Piele of Galleon Marine renewing

his acquaintance with Sally Taylor.
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Colt Hill, Odiham, 2nd June

The only flies in the ointment currently are the

difficulties we are having getting the new boat

certificated by the Maritime Coastguard

Agency. Despite the builders getting the design

and stability calculations approved by their local

MCA office in Cardiff, our office in Orpington

demanded a stability test and then said that it

had insufficient freeboard (compare with John

Dodwell’s tug on page 12!) and needed an

armoured fuel line that will cost nearly £2000.

It’s a bit like an airliner, certificated by the CAA

at Gatwick, taking off and then being grounded

by the local CAA man when it lands at

Manchester.

Doubtless all will be resolved but it is causing

a great deal of trouble and expense to the Boat

Company.

Once the formalities were complete, invited

guests boarded the boat for a trip to Odiham

Castle and back. Sadly, Sally was unable to

go because of another appointment, but guests

did include our Vice-President and MP for Hart,

James Arbuthnot and Steve Lambon and Mark

Thomas, the builders of the boat, seen below

looking justifiably pleased with their work.

Above. James Arbuthnot and Hugh Gough enjoying the open forward deck of the JP II at the

North Warnborough Lift Bridge on the inaugural cruise.
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Canal Society website
Although much of the attention on the

Society’s rebranding exercise was focussed

on the name change and the logo, it was

always our intention that a major part of the

project would be to redo the Society’s

website.

This was first set up by Arthur Dungate many

years ago when today’s tools for website

design were not available. Arthur did a

fantastic job, as did Andy Beale when he

gave it a makeover a few years ago, but we

felt that it needed a fresh start.

The design company Lawrence & Beavan

did the basic design and Martin Leech and

Craig Shanks have spent a vast amount of

time putting everything onto the new site.

There is also a matching site for the Boat

Company and both are now online.

I think the new websites are excellent - they

look good and they are easy to navigate. They

will also be live sites, kept up to date with

current stories and matters of interest.

You can find them at

www.basingstoke-canal.org.uk  and

www.johnpinkerton.co.uk

If you have any suggestions or comments on

the new websites, please send them via the

website contacts page to Martin Leech.

Act of Parliament

We have a paper copy of the original

Basingstoke Canal Act of Parliament dating

from 1774. It would be very nice to have a

digital copy of this as it runs to 66 pages with

about 550 words to the page in an 18th century

type face that does not make for easy reading.

Even when one has got used to reading the

font, it is a bit heavy going since the authors

clearly didn’t believe in using one word when

twelve would do better! Parts of it seem to

have been lifted from Roget’s Thesaurus.

I have tried scanning it and using my character

recognition software, but the resulting mess

made it clear that this was not the way to go.

Is there anyone out there who would like to try

to transcribe it onto their computer? An ideal

way of whiling away those long winter evenings

with nothing worth seeing on the tele! Ring

01252 678608.
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Work party & WRG
The Canal Society’s volunteers have had a

busy summer. Much of their effort has been

focussed on the barn at Colt Hill, which had

clearly not had much maintenance for a good

many years.

Trees that were leaning on it were removed

and others pruned to remove perches for birds

who weren’t doing the JP’s paintwork any

good. Broken tiles were replaced to make it

watertight and damaged and subsided

brickwork has been rebuilt.

Inside, years worth of accumulated dirt have

been removed, and the timber has been treated

for woodworm by Advance Preservations Ltd,

who  only charged us £5 instead of the normal

cost of £895 + VAT. Thanks very much! The

inside of the barn has now been painted and

an external 240v power point for the boat to

connect to has been installed.

Remedial work is still to be done on the party

wall at the back of the barn and piling will be

extended along behind the pub garden. Once

this is all done, we shall have a very nice

mooring for the Society’s boats and a very

useful storage space for JP II stuff and also

for Accessible Boating. (Photos on page 8).

Work has been going on to refurbish the BCA’s

weedcutter, which had been sitting forlornly

on the bank at Ash Lock for years. It is hoped

to have it on the water by the end of August.

The hydraulic oil tank has been emptied ready

for fresh fluid, painting is virtually complete,

new bilge pumps and solar panel trickle charger

installed, electrics done, and a new floor put

in. The engine cover panels have been modified

to prevent water getting in. It will need to

undergo PUWER testing before it is

operational, which the BCA are organising.

An unexpected job arose when carelessness

on the part of a visiting boater allowed their

boat to drift forward in Lock 12 with the result

that as the water rose, the bows unseated the

top gate and dislodged the balance beam. The

BCA rangers managed to get the gate back in

place and used a rope to open it to allow the

boat to go on its way. However, lifting

equipment was needed to replace the balance

beam. Because of the proximity of the garage,

it is impossible to get any vehicle up the towpath

there, so the BCA asked the Society for help.

The dredger Belfast Girl, part owned by Kevin

Redway, was brought up from Woking, which

took all day, and within 10 minutes the beam

was back in place.

Kevin was also very much involved with the

logistics of the preparation for the Waterway

Recovery Group’s work camp, delivering large

amounts of plant and materials to the work site

at Lock 27. Toilets at the lockgate workshop

had to be cleaned and repaired and Verna Smith

had to go looking for available showers after

the boiler at the Woking Leisure Centre broke

down; thankfully, Frimley Lodge Park came to

the rescue.

The work was mainly at lock 27. WRG installed

piling to extend the wing wall on the upper

towpath side. They excavated a suspicious

depression by the upper lock gate on the off-

side and exposed a slightly sunken but intact

quadrant. The hole that they dug filled with water

when the lock was full showing a leak either in

the paddle box or more likely in the lock wall.

The hole was filled with clay on the lock side and

back-filled. The last major task was to build a

quadrant  for  the  lower  off-side  gate  and a

Continued on page 8
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retaining wall to prevent the quadrant sliding

down the slope. The wall looks very good,

especially the coping stones which were

manufactured on site.

Other jobs done included painting the lock

gates, paddle gear and railings at Lock 25 and

clearing the banks of the bridge abutment and

exposing a quadrant that had become buried at

Lock 26

The WRG party did a great job and were able

to enjoy a trip on the JP II one evening, despite

horrible weather. Thanks to Jeff Hill, Kevin

Redway and Verna Smith for all their

organisational efforts.

Work on the barn.

Thanks to Duncan Paine for the photos.

Work party & WRG

Above:

Top: Extended piling above Lock 27

Centre: A Galleon Marine boat passing

through the work site.

Bottom: New retaining wall and quadrant

(photo: Jeff Hill).
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Out & About

Contractors starting

piling along  the

Mytchett Lake

embankment.

(Photo:

Gareth Jones)

Replacing a blown

sill on one of the

Deepcut locks.

(Photo:

Alison Snell)

Stories on page 10.

Felled trees on the

Dogmersfield slip

awaiting removal.

Fallen tree blocking

the towpath and

navigation in Fleet.
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Out & About

Mytchett Lake is classed as a reservoir and

a survey revealed the need to protect the

embankment and raise the towpath to prevent

overtopping. The work planned includes

• 6m sheet piling along 130m of the lake edge

• 1 metre high concrete wall at the back of the

towpath, faced with wood with the

embankment behind raised to the top of it

• Towpath raised by 500mm and resurfaced

with limestone chips in tarmac to prevent

water ingress.

The contractors, Dyer & Butler, have started

work on the piling using a massive machine on

one of their modular floating pontoons. Gareth

Jones lives just the other side of Mytchett Place

Bridge and says that he can feel his house

shaking! The towpath will be closed for about

two months. When the work is completed, a

rubbing strip and bollards will be installed, and

so the embankment will provide a new mooring

location.

The Dogmersfield slip still causes the towpath

to remain firmly closed, but boats are able to get

through with care. Once the County had satisfied

themselves that the bank had stopped moving,

a depth survey was done, marker posts were

installed and the navigation was reopened.This

has allowed Galleon Marine’s customers to

start using the whole of the canal for the first time

in some years, as well as letting incoming

visitors go right down to Odiham Castle.

The technical solution to the bank slip has yet

to be announced, so work is unlikely to start for

some time. Canal Society volunteers have been

asked to make a start by clearing the trees that

have been felled on the site. These will be

transported in the work boat to Barley Mow. If

you want some logs for the winter, please let

Martin Leech know.

76 boats are reported to have come up the canal

this year, with more booked to come if the water

supply holds up. Needless to say, there have

been a few problems.

A sill failed on one of the Deepcut locks, but it

was rapidly replaced, and the navigation and

towpath in Fleet were closed for a weekend by

a tree that fell across the canal from the offside

bank near Reading Road Bridge. However, it

was removed first thing on the Monday morning.

Water levels have held up remarkably well this

year with rain coming just in time to stave off

threatened closure of the locks. With luck, the

canal may remain open for the whole season for

only the second or third time since the 1991

reopening. Nevertheless, levels have been

dropping, which has caused problems for the

JP II.

Although the draught is very similar to the old

boat, it is 18 inches wider, which has been

causing difficulties in Swan cutting at North

Warnborough. This has always been a problem

area, because the gardens on the offside had

encroached on the canal and now the towpath

has also moved across. The result is that the

channel is deep enough but not wide enough.

Duncan Paine has carried out a depth survey,

which will hopefully provide the impetus to get

some dredging and piling down there to restore

the channel to a usable state. It is unlikely

however, that this will be done this year.
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“Summer time and the living is easy. Fish are

jumping and the nettles are high.”

This refrain was running around my otherwise

empty head as I cycled from Ash Vale to

Odiham, revelling in the glorious weather. Spot-

ted a female Ranger working just by the Ash

Aqueduct. Decided not to disturb her in her

natural habitat.

I paused at Runways End to watch a jet take off

and noticed behind me, an angler fighting to land

a catch. Turned out to be a 15lb Carp. “Fish are

jumping.”

I really enjoyed the ride, even the detour inland

around the Dogmersfield land slip and I was

genuinely surprised at the overall good condi-

tion of the tow path. It was only after the Barley

Mow that it resembles a jungle track and I

regretted not bringing a machete or at the very

least secateurs. Them nettles were high!

At Colt Hill I was greeted with the lovely sight

of two JP’s, one old and one juvenile, nestled

together. Ah Bless. All in all, it must be said, we

have a beautiful canal.

Thankfully things have been very quiet along the

tow path and the odd spot of bother like

suspected foul play at a Hampshire sluice, was

quickly reported and checked out. A number of

Lengthsmen in the Surrey sector kindly helped

out with caulking up one weekend as a Ranger

had suffered a painful back injury. Otherwise, I

am very pleased to report that no news is

definitely good news.

We are constantly requiring more Lengthsmen

so please, if you live near the canal and enjoy the

tow path on a regular basis, we could use your

help please contact me at

 lengthsman@basingstoke-canal.org.uk. 

Mike Gordon

Lengthsmens report

Dieter Jebens, Vice-President
My apologies to Dieter Jebens for failing to

record his elevation to Vice-President of the

Canal Society in the last newsletter.

Dieter was one of the people who responded

to Jim Woolgar’s letter in the local papers in

1966 and formed the Surrey & Hampshire

Canal Society. He edited the campaign booklet

“Case for Restoration” and subsequently

edited this newsletter for many years. He took

thousands of photos of the restoration which

he put to good use in a couple of books about

the canal’s history and restoration.

He was the Society’s Press Officer and also

Secretary of the Boat Company,  becoming its

Chairman for a year until Ron McLaughlin took

over. He finally came onto the main Committee

in 1994 and was the Society’s Vice-Chairman

from 1999 until 2005, when a stroke tragically

restricted his mobility. However, he continued

as a corresponding member of the Committee

until early this year.

In his new post, we hope that he will continue

to take an interest in the affairs of the

Basingstoke for many years to come.
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Helen’s trip
One of the 76 boats that have visited the canal

this year so far was Helen, a vintage tug owned

by John Dodwell.

John has a very long-standing acquaintance with

the Basingstoke Canal, having helped his older

brother Tim organise the rally that was held

next to Monument Bridge in Woking in 1962.

John recalled that they had terrible trouble

turning the 70ft Firebrand (right) in the silted-

up winding hole at Horsell Common.

John was going to be working Helen single-

handed, but there was no shortage of

volunteers to lend him a hand with the locks. I

did the longer but easier bit from Lock 1 to

Brookwood and Verna Smith and Jeff Hill

helped him up through the Brookwood and

Deepcut flights.

Coming down again a couple of weeks later,

John was again helped by Jeff,  joined by Phil

Riley (right) and David Tonkinson, and

supervised by Robin Higgs (below). I took
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Belatedly but many, many thanks so much to

all those who helped me, particularly Jeff and

Roger who helped on the return journey as

well. Special thanks to David Wall and his

family for the happy way they looked after

HELEN and helped me to/from the station (I

gather HELEN made a colourful addition to

the bottom of their garden!). Thank you, Philip,

for locating this.

The whole trip was thoroughly worthwhile. I

first remember seeing this Canal as a child,

cycling with my family in the Byfleet/Woodham

area in the 50s. Then canoeing (if you could

call it that among the reeds and weeds) in the

60s. Although individual places were known

to me, this was the first time I had navigated

the whole length – getting, as some of you

know, to the King John’s Castle winding hole.

(I then echoed that on the Wey at Godalming,

getting right up to the bridge before reversing.

Next terminus will be Inglesham!)

The Basingstoke’s trees have to be seen to be

believed. The top pound, particularly beyond

Fleet is marvellous. I got through Dogmersfield

OK. Yes, I know coming up Deepcut was a

teeny bit of a pain but Verna will be pleased to

know that Jeff can confirm no trouble going

down. Roger steered back through Woking

and will no doubt give his own views but

basically no trouble apart from having to go in

reverse sometimes and throw the twigs etc off

the propeller.

I was pleased to meet James Taylor and to hear

his views – which I’ve passed onto Philip.

Best wishes and thanks again.

John

over for the second day from St John’s to the

Wey.

John is one of the trustees of the Canal and

River Trust, and the one who seems to be the

chief representative of boaters’ interests, so

his opinions of the Basingstoke were eagerly

awaited. He had invited the Counties and BCA

to come on the trip and James Taylor from

Surrey County Council did join him for the

passage down Deepcut (below).

John has promised to write some passage

notes, which we look forward to seeing, but

his initial reactions are in the following email.

Thanks to David Tonkinson for the photos.

Helen’s trip
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Events

 

The autumn and early winter programme is

shown below:

 

The meetings will be held as usual at the Parish

Pavilion, Recreation Ground, Station Road,

Chobham, near Woking, GU24 8AZ (See map

for exact location). Meetings will commence at

8pm on the third Wednesday of the month.

Coffee/tea and biscuits will be available during

the interval. Non members and friends are very

welcome. Please pass the word around. Raffle

and retiring collection.

 

16th October 2013 

Tim Morris - ‘Brooklands into the Second

Century’ 

Tim, who is the Brooklands Trust Members

Administrator, will describe and illustrate the

long history of this famous establishment, from

its earliest motor racing days of 1906 right

through until the present time. The motoring

story is a fascinating one and also covers

aircraft as well as both cars and aircraft are

features of the current museum.

 

20th November 2013 

Graham Deavin  - ‘The Rivers and Canals

of Brittany’ 

Graham and his wife Lyn will describe and

illustrate the geography of the waterways and its

links, their history and engineering features, and

how the system is currently operated plus the

various craft using them. In the second half

Graham and Lyn will talk about their experience

of having a boat based in this area and describe

some of the major sights, towns and cities one

can see whilst cruising this beautiful part of

France.

 

CHOBHAM SOCIAL MEETINGS

18th December 2013 

John How - ‘The London Water Ring Main’ 

John, who is now a volunteer with the Inland

Waterways Association, currently working on

the Basingstoke Canal leading the ‘Water

Strategy Group’, will describe the history of the

London Water Ring Main known as ‘the best

kept secret about for London in the last 100

years’. The project now supplies drinking water

to the 8m people in London from a tunnel 40m

to 60m below ground and has avoided Thames

water bringing the capital to a grinding halt

through digging up the roads to repair and renew

existing water pipes

 

Further information from David Millett on 01252

617364 or email: d.millett7@ntlworld.com 

Apologies to members living in

Fleet who got surcharged by Royal Mail for

their newsletter last time. We had a system in

place to save us putting stamps on the

envelopes that went wrong because someone

was on holiday. We are taking  steps to ensure

that it won’t happen again.
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Events

FOX & HOUNDS RALLY

The annual boat rally organised by the

Basingstoke Canal Boating Club is to be held at

the Fox & Hounds in Fleet on Saturday 21st

September.

Visiting trail boats can be slipped  in at Winchfield

or Farnborough Road.  A visiting trail boat

licence fee will cost £3 per day.

As usual, there will be competitions for

· Best Presented Steam boat

· Furthest Travelled Boat

· Best Presented Boat

The  pub will be putting on a BBQ from 12 noon,

with limited restaurant menu. They have three

bands playing throughout the day, skiffle band

Straubenzee, then local band The Dogends

finishing in the evening with Pop/Rock band

Forty/45.

Entry forms for the rally can be obtained from

Mrs J Byrnes, 28 Grayswood Drive,

Mytchett, Camberley, GU16 6AR

Tel: 01252 676833 or 07747 000519

and if you would like to donate a cake for their

stall, she would be even more pleased.

There will also be stalls from the Canal Society

and the Guildford & Reading branch of the

IWA.

Mikron Theatre

The Mikron Theatre paid their annual visit to

the Basingstoke on Sunday 28th July. Because

they were also due to play Chichester the same

day, their performance in Fleet took place at

midday.

The venue was the Fleet Football Club, which

has served previously as a backup in case of

rain. This time, however the Fox & Hounds

were unable to host the event as the area used

for the stage is now a children’s play area.

Perhaps for these reasons, the audience was

smaller than usual, but some 40 people enjoyed

a very lively production based on the history

of the Royal Mail and its predecessors.

Bedser Bridge opening

The new foot bridge in Woking that will connect

to the World Wildlife Fund’s new headquarters

was opened for public use in April.

The WWF complex, called the Living Planet

Centre, is due to be officially opened this

autumn, but we have been unable to get a firm

date. When we do, it will be on our website. It

is hoped to have a few boats present if this

can be organised.
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Who’s who on the Canal

Philip Riley  became

Chaiman in the

spring of 2011 having

previously been Vice-

Chairman. He joined

the Society in 1978

and worked on the

Deepcut and St Johns

locks. He came onto

the Committee in

1982 taking on the post of Secretary which he

held for 21 years. Phil has a legal background

which has proved very useful on occasions.

He lives near the canal at Broad Oak.

Gareth Jones

joined the Committee

in 2008, taking over

the Secretary’s job

from Verna Smith

soon after. Amongst

other things, he

organises the AGM.

He lives next to the

canal near Mytchett

Lake.

Verna Smithjoined

both the Society and

the Committee in

1999 and almost

immediately took on

the Sales Manager’s

job, eventually

handing this over to

her sister Denise in

2007. Verna became

Secretary in 2003 and was also the Society’s

chief organiser of events for many years.

Canoeing is one of her hobbies.

Martin Leech joined

the Committee in

2010 and became

Vice-Chairman in

2011. At the same

time he took on the

running of the

Society’s Work

Party. He has been

heavily involved in the

Water Resources Group and the re-branding

excercise. He instigated and edits the Society’s

email bulletin, and is in danger of becoming

indispensable!

Guy Faller  joined

the Committee in

2013, taking on the

Treasurer’s job

soon after joining the

Society. He is a

C h a r t e r e d

Accountant. He lives

next to the canal near

Hermitage Bridge.

He speaks Norwegian, having lived there for 9

years.

Fredda (Freddie)

Dawson joined the

Committee in 2011.

She grew up in

Crookham Village

and remembers hiring

boats from Mark

Hicks in the 1960s.

She looks after the

Society’s insurance

affairs and has been helping Verna organise

events. She and her husband Peter live on the

canal in Ash and now own the boat Athai.
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Society Committee

Stuart Black joined

the Canal Society and

Committee in

November 2011. He

lives in Frimley Green

in house backing onto

Canal, and owns a

small cruiser. Stuart

has been very

involved with the re-

branding exercise.

Jeff Hill  joined the

Canal Society in

2012 soon after

retiring from teaching

and came onto the

Committee a year

later. He helps

organise the Work

Party and has also

been involved in the

efforts to find a buyer for the John Pinkerton.

Kevin Redway has

been involved with

the Society’s work

parties for many

years and plays an

invaluable part in the

logistics of moving

plant and equipment

thanks to his lorry. He

is co-owner of the

dredger Belfast Girl and received the Robin

Higgs Award for his efforts in 2008. He joined

the Committee in 2013.

Roger Cansdale

joined the Society in

the 1970s. He got

involved with running

the John Pinkerton

and became Boat

Company Chairman

in 1985, joining the

Society’s Committee

at the same time. He

resigned the post in 1994, but became the

Newsletter Editor in 1998. He regularly gives

talks about the canal on behalf of the Society.

Dick King  joined the

Committee in 2013,

having taken on the

job of Boat Company

Chairman last year.

He and his wife

Brenda bought

Nancy Larcombe’s

boat Nancy Bell a

couple of years ago

and gave it a complete refit before returning it

to the canal.

John Wall  joined the

Committee in autumn

2011. He was a

R u s h m o o r

Councillor and is now

a Hampshire County

Councillor. John

brings his valuable

knowledge of the

arcane workings of

the Councils to the Committee and has already

helped us to secure grants.
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FUTURE OF AN OLD

Kyrle Willans was the Chief Development

Engineer at Kerr Stuart locomotive works at

Stoke-on-Trent, which is where his nephew,

Tom Rolt started his apprenticeship. Willans

bought a horse-drawn narrow flyboat

called Cressy, in which he introduced Tom

to the canals. Cressy eventually came into

Tom’s hands and the rest, as they say, is

history. Nice to know that the whole saga of

Tom Rolt and Cressy, “Narrow Boat” and

the founding of the IWA had its beginnings

with his uncle’s happy childhood days on

the Basingstoke Canal.

From Country Life, 24.12.1948

My memories of the old Basingstoke Canal go

back to the days when my father and mother

used to spend the summer on its waters in their

canal yacht Una, and I have later and more

distinct recollections of the time when we lived

on its banks. Back over the years they come in

a flood: my grandfather gaily stepping into the

family skiff and being tipped into the canal,

my first fish, caught below Frimley top lock,

the first time I fell into the canal and was rescued

hanging to the stern of our dinghy, and above

all the first time I controlled the engines of the

steam launch Sprite as she came up the Frimley

locks.

In deciding not to take this canal over, the British

Transport Commission was no doubt

influenced by the poor prospects of its

producing sufficient revenue to meet expenses.

Solely from the point of view of cargo-carrying,

few who know the canal would find fault with

this decision. I would, however, like to suggest

that this waterway furnishes an outstanding

opportunity to demonstrate that a canal running

through beautiful country, and yet within easy

reach of London, can pay its way from the

tolls derived from pleasure boating and angling

coupled with a certain amount of cargo-

carrying, which no doubt would expand as the

condition of the canal improved. The two main

sources of revenue would probably be flood-

free moorings for yachts during the winter

season, and general pleasure boating of all

kinds, in boats ranging from the smallest canoe

to the largest craft that can pass the locks.

The canal joins the River Wey at Woodham

near Byfleet, in Surrey, runs due west, although

in a somewhat serpentine fashion, and originally

terminated in a basin at Basingstoke, in

Hampshire. It was opened in 1796 and it is

questionable if it ever was financially

successful. Throughout its entire length it runs

parallel to and close to the old Southern

Railway’s main line to the west. It was originally

37 miles long, but the stretch between the 1,200-

yard tunnel at Greywell and Basingstoke has

long since been abandoned and the tunnel

collapsed some years ago. (In collapsing it is

believed to have improved the water supply to

the remaining 31 miles east of Greywell.)

The canal varies in width from 38ft in the

summit level to 36ft elsewhere, and when

dredged could pass boats with a maximum

draft of 3ft 6ins. The locks, which number 29,

will accommodate craft 72ft in length and of

13ft 6ins, beam. The lockage, although heavy,

is ideally arranged from the point of view of

both users and owners; for the former, when

they have surmounted lock 28, have a stretch

of 21 miles of nearly perfect rural scenery

interrupted only by the single lock at Ash, and

the latter benefit since locks close together can

be more easily maintained and supervised.
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CANAL BY Kyrle W Willans

Beyond the junction of

the canal with the

River Wey and going

west one traverses a

quarter of a mile of

water which forms an

ideal lay-by for craft

waiting to ascend the

Woodham locks.

These, six in number,

extend over a distance

of a mile and a quarter,

and a pump drawing

from the canal below the bottom lock and

delivering into the Woking pound through a

water main a mile and a quarter long would

ensure maximum depth of water in a reach three

and three-quarter miles long. This reach, or

pound to give it its correct canal name, has its

middle about the middle of the town of Woking,

and cargo-carrying exists and could be

increased at any rate as far as Woking.

At the western end of Woking pound are the

five Goldsworth locks.. These extend over a

distance of three-quarters of a mile and give

access to Brookwood pound, which is a mile

and three-quarters long. At the west end of this

pound are the three Brookwood locks,

covering a distance of not more than 220 yards,

and giving access to another pound a mile and

a furlong in length, which ends at Frimley

bottom lock. One has now risen close on 100

feet from the Wey in 14 locks, and no less

than 6½ miles of canal exclusive of locks are

available for the use of pleasure craft or

moorings in three stretches, one of nearly 4

miles and the others each over 1 mile in length.

The final batch of 14 locks ending in Frimley

top lock extend over a distance of over two

miles, and, although the pounds between them

are relatively short,

they are long enough

for moorings, and in

my opinion this

stretch is as beautiful

as any on the canal.

From Frimley top

lock to the final lock

at Ash the scenery is

generally excellent,

and access to rail

and road facilities

good. From Ash to

the east end of Greywell tunnel, with the

exception of a short stretch through Aldershot,

the scenery is as good if not better. Aldershot,

Farnborough, Fleet, all places with good rail

connection to London, are within easy reach.

The canal ends at the eastern end of Greywell

tunnel, whence chalk for treating the dredgings

or neutralising the composting of the water

weeds is available in quantity.

There are two factors that it is especially

important to bear in mind in estimating the

potentialities of a canal. The first is return loads

which fortunately do not apply to a canal that

derives its revenue from pleasure craft or from

passenger-carrying. The second is the vital

question of water supply. Judging from the

state of the Basingstoke canal as viewed from

the train, it would appear that there is

insufficient water to supply the lower portion

in the neighbourhood of Woking, where traffic

is meantime carried on, without utilising the

upper reaches as reservoirs and drawing from

them. The remedy for this, which is frequently

practised on other canals and could readily be

carried into effect by reason of the lock

grouping, would be to install pumping plant.
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Future of an Old Canal

Obviously to facilitate the passage of traffic,

and the supply of water from the chalk at

Greywell to provide water for lockage, it would

be necessary to dredge the canal from end to

end. The actual mechanics of dredging present

no difficulties: they have been reduced to an

exact science by makers of dredging plant, and

there is available the vast store of knowledge

possessed by canal companies such as the

Grand Union and the Oxford. Normally, a very

serious factor is where to tip the spoil. In the

case of the Basingstoke Canal I feel that not

only does this problem not arise, but that it

may even be a means whereby the cost of

dredging may be reduced - by the sale of the

spoil. The opportunity lies in the proximity to

the canal in many places of large tracts of land

at present useless for food production. The

initial dredging of the 31 miles, if carried into

effect, would at a conservative estimate provide

sufficient spoil, composed mainly of rotted

water-weed, soil washed off the banks and

decayed leaves, to coat 100 acres of waste

land to a depth of six inches. This would be

annually added to by the cutting of the water

weeds and their collection and composting.

In view of the great growth in popularity of

small-scale yachting and of the family yacht,

and of the urgent need for more water space

to satisfy the increasing number of those who

live on the water or want to live on it, I do not

feel unduly optimistic in visualising the 31 miles

of canal carrying enough yachts to provide

revenue from tolls sufficient to meet expenses

and leave something over. I also see the

personnel of the canal authority drawn from

the ranks of those who long for an open-air

life and yet are too old to start farming. As

regards the angling possibilities of the canal,

apart from the sale of fish for re-stocking other

waters, it is likely that over all these years the

public has acquired a right to fish unhindered

which it would be impolitic to contest. I feel,

however, that the nearness of the London

market makes the canal a very suitable place in

which to develop eel fishing. Elvers in quantity

are available from the Severn elver fishery, and

these would be needed, as it is highly unlikely

that a single elver escapes the pollution of the

Thames and eventually reaches the clear waters

of the Basingstoke canal. Few better places

could be found for setting up a trap for

migrating eels than the lock on a canal.

Having spent the early days of my life on the

banks or waters of this canal, I long to see the

pounds full, the locks working, and boats of

every kind using it. I want to see an end put to

the dreary sight of more or less empty stretches

dotted with old boots, derelict tin cans and

bicycle and motor tyres being tangled with

water weed. The cry of the Thames fraternity

has always been: “If only the Thames could

run another way for a change.” That is

impossible, but within three miles of

Shepperton lock and after three miles on the

Wey the yacht, boat, punt or canoe owner could

turn right and travel the 31 attractive miles of

the Basingstoke Canal.

I think Mr Willans would be pleased to see

the canal back in use with his suggested back-

pumping schemes  installed, even if we haven’t

gone into eel farming. His view of dredgings

as a positive asset is one that we should

pursue. If local farmers don’t want it, 1 ton

bags of topsoil sell for about £50, so we need

to look for silt dump sites with good road

access so that they can be reused once the silt

has dried off and been removed for sale.
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Peter Fethney

It is very sad, yet strangely appropriate that just

as the old John Pinkerton is superseded by the

new boat, the man who masterminded and led

the trip boat project some 36 years ago has died.

I always felt that Peter Fethney was one of the

largely unsung heroes of the canal’s restoration

and never really received the recognition that his

efforts deserved. Not only was he the Canal

Society’s Treasurer, which then involved making

up weekly pay packets for the Society’s three

full-time employees, but as Chairman of the

Boat Company, he was also in charge of the

main source of fund-raising, the John Pinkerton.

Peter was a Yorkshire man and took a degree at

Bradford University before moving south. He

ended up at the Royal Aircraft Establishment at

Farnborough where his work on noise earned

him an MSc from Southampton University. It

was, perhaps, his scientific mind and attention

to detail that made him so valuable to both the

RAE and the Canal Society. It was this that

drove him to double check the air draught at

Reading Road Bridge, as a result of which the

design height of the John Pinkerton was reduced

by several inches; just as well because it only just

squeezed under when the water levels were up.

He and his wife Ray had been involved from the

early days of the restoration of the canal and he

can be seen in a photo of a bank clearance work

party taken in the early 70s. In 1976 he was the

Society’s Sales Manager and he took over the

Treasurer’s job in 1978. This was also the year

in which the John Pinkerton began its operation.

Peter had chaired the group that planned the

boat and when Surrey & Hants Canal Cruises

Ltd was formed, he was its first chairman.

He and Ray moved back up to Yorkshire when

they retired and lived in Grassington until Ray’s

declining health brought them south again to be

nearer to their family.

Peter was a quiet but very determined and

principled man, who had an ability to draw

together a circle of friends to get things done.

We largely owe to him the success of our trip

boat and the money it raised to enable the canal

restoration to be completed.

Dorothy Bracewell

Sad to report also that Dorothy Bracewell died

peacefully at her care home recently.

At the 1988 Society AGM, a special word of

appreciation was expressed to “Dot”, who had

“retired” after 12 years of voluntary work. She

was also listed among the people who gave

donations to the Trip Boat Appeal to purchase

the John Pinkerton.
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BCS Membership

Donations

The last monthly balance sheet for the Society

showed an income from members’ subscriptions

of £7,222, which doesn’t do much more than

cover the cost of the quarterly newsletter.

However, the balance sheet also shows donations

of £3,227, which according to our treasurer

mostly come from additional payments by

members, over and above the nominal

subscription fees.

This is very generous of them and we are very

grateful. It is a long time since subscriptions

have been raised and many costs, such as

postage, have risen substantially, but we are

reluctant to raise them because of the general

hassle involved in getting everyone to change

standing orders. If we can rely on members’

generosity, maybe this can be staved off for a

while yet.

“All contributions gratefully received” as they

say!

A warm welcome to the following members

who have joined us in the last few months:

Christopher Knight of Alton

Mark, Rosie,Josh & Ben Leakey of

Farnborough

Matthew Stanley of Basingstoke

Stephen Pratt ofOdiham

Nick Walker of Aldershot

Helen Berr of Portsmouth

Liz Key of Woking

Richard Burgess of Farnham

Basingstoke Canal Anglers Association

Unfortunately, we still have a number of members

who have not paid their 2013 subscriptions

which were due in March.  If I do not receive

payment by the end of September I will therefore

have to assume that they no longer wish to be

members.  We need your support so if you have

not paid this year and wish to remain members

please contact me and let me have your

subscription as soon as possible.

Doreen Hornsey

Membership Secretary

E-Mail: Membership@basingstoke-

canal.org.uk

200 Club winners

Here is the latest crop of winners:

February

Mr R Malcolm £52

Mrs V Vine £26

Miss GL Miller £13

Mrs A Richardson £13

April

Mr DA Webber £52

Mr R Gunner £26

Mrs P Jenkins £13

Mr H Morgan £13

June

Mr I Bell £52

Mr D Paine £26

Mr H Morgan £13

Mr A Stumpf £13

Jim Johnstone
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BCS information

Date for next copy 31st October 2013

Published by the Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society Ltd., a non-profit distributing company limited by
guarantee, registered as a Charity. The views expressed are not necessarily those of the Society. Executive

members of the Committee are shown in bold type and Directors of the Society  have an asterisk (*) after their
name.

Editorial Team:    Editor: Roger Cansdale* 29 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants GU51 4PT    01252-678608

                                                                                      e-mail:  roger.cansdale@ntlworld.com

Presidents: Tim & Elizabeth Dodwell
Chairman: Philip Riley*                       The officers of the Canal Society may be
Vice-Chairman: Martin Leech*                       contacted by e-mail via the Society’s

Hon. Secretary: Gareth Jones*                       website at

Hon. Treasurer: Guy Faller*

                          www.basingstoke-canal.org.uk/directory.htm

Membership Secretary: Doreen Hornsey

Working Party Information: Vacant                       or by telephone on 0796-4357442

Trip Boat Manager: Dick King*

Trip Boat Bookings: David Horwood

Sales Manager  &

Mail Order Sales: Denise Smith

Exhibitions Manager: John Ross

Website Manager: Craig Shanks

Press Officer: Roger Cansdale*

External Talks Organiser: Roger Cansdale*

Lengthman Organiser: Mike Gordon

200 Club organiser Jim Johnstone

Archivist: Rev David Tonkinson

VP & Chobham talks: David Millett

Director Verna Smith*

Director Kevin Redway*

Director         Freddie Dawson*

Director         Jeff Hill*

Director         John Wall*

Director         Stuart Black*

General Canal Society contact number: 0796-4357442

Basingstoke Canal Authority            Canal Centre, Mytchett Place Road, Mytchett, Surrey GU16 6DD         01252-370073

Canal Society Internet Website:  www.basingstoke-canal.org.uk

Canal Authority Internet Website: www.basingstoke-canal.co.uk

The Bulletin is now up

to Issue 19.

If you want to keep up

with the latest news

about the canal, please

send your e-mail

address to

membership@basingstoke-canal.org.uk

To join the Society, please contact the

Membership Secretary, Mrs Doreen

Hornsey, whose contact details are below.

The annual subscription is Adults £10,

Junior £3, OAP £5, Family £12, 2 OAP

£7, and Group £15, payable on March 1st

each year.
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